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Congratulation to your new walimex pro Deluxe Movable Light Bowl! The professional prism shape Light
Bowl is ideally suitable for product photography from larger objects. It is easy to set up and creates
optimal light through big reflection surfaces.

1. Included in delivery
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(A) 3x long corner bars approx. 120cm
(B) 3x short corner bars approx. 80cm
(C) 8x intermediate bars for fastening the corner bars (3x roof, 3x ground, 2x center),
approx. 100cm
(D) 1x softbox cover
(E) 6x inner bars for fastening corner bars and spigot connection piece (center), approx.
57cm
(F) 3x wheels with brake
(G) 2x 5/8 inch spigot connection piece
(H) 1x front diffusor

2. Safety notes
− Please read these instructions carefully before using your device for the first time. It
includes everything you need to know to avoid physical injuries and damages.
− Please keep this manual safe. In case of selling or leaving the device to other persons,
please don´t forget to hand this manual over as well.
WARNING
Fire danger through overheating. The Light Bowl can overheat during continuous operation.
− Pay attention to the inner temperature and ventilate the softbox sometimes.
− Remove easily inflammable materials, which are in close distance to the device.
− Read the instruction manual of the used device.
− Make sure a correct cable guiding inside the softbox.
Danger of burning through hot parts in the Light Bowl.
Risk of stumbling through connected cables with the softbox.
Before use, fix the wheels through the brakes and pay attention to a stable stand.
Please mount this item with two persons.
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3. Assembly instruction
Step I
Stick a long corner bar (A) and a short corner bar (B) together and tighten
the Allen screw. Repeat this three times.
Step II
Take the approx. 57cm long inner bars (E) and screw them into the
connection piece with 5/8 spigot (G). Repeat this two times.
Step III
Insert the approx. 100cm long intermediate bars (C) in the corner bars of
Step I for the ground and roof and tighten the butterfly screw. Afterwards,
you can screw on the wheels.
Step IV
Take the inner bars from Step II and put it in the center of the complete
softbox frame. Pay attention to the upright position of the spigot.
Tighten the butterfly screws.
As to complete the softbox frame, take the two left approx. 100cm long
intermediate bars (C), stick them in the center between the corner bars
and tighten all screws.

Step V
At the front side of the Light Bowl is no intermediate bar (C) in the center. Place the Light Bowl
on the softbox cover (D) and pull it from the rear edge over the roof to the front. The back wheel
must be sticked into the the small opening of the softbox cover (D).
With the Velcro fastener you can attach the softbox cover on the front bars.
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Step VI
Mount your devices onto the 5/8 inch spigots in the softbox. Pay
attention to a secure mounting. Take account of the safety notes in this
instruction manual and in the manual of the device manufacturer.

Tip: Fix the cables with cable straps on the bars and guide them outside
through the backside, below opening.

Step VII
You can attach the front diffusor (H) on the lateral Velcro fastener slat.
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